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6. KNOWLEDGE MATTERS

6.1.       CONTROL, COMPETENCE, AND KNOWLEDGE
The major themes so far characterizing my approach to the construction
of gendered embodiment and gender identity are sexualization and a
desire for normality and control through body management, or the body in
practice. The letters to medical advice columns (II), the mothers' attitudes
described in the memory work material (III), women's own explicit and
implicit accounts of personal anxieties in interviews, memory work stories,
and  group  discussions  (articles  I,  III,  IV),  all  reflect  a  desire  to  be  able
personally  to  gain  a  sense  of control of the body. Above, control was
presented as competence, a positive ability to have control over one's own
body. The concepts of control and competence are both closely related to
questions of knowledge and power. Two articles in this thesis (I, III)
concentrate on the authoritative knowledge on the body in Western
societies-that is, medical knowledge in relation to menstruation and young
women's needs.

6.2. KNOWLEDGE NEEDS:
AVAILABILITY OF MEDICAL KNOWLEDGE
Young women's needs for knowledge and support are expressed both in the
medical advice columns and the memory work material (cf.  Pötsönen
1998, Liinamo et al. 2000). The materials address a question neglected in the
traditional medicalization literature (I, e.g., Conrad

2000): Women express conflicting needs concerning medicine and
knowledge. The ways in which medical knowledge is offered seem to match
the girls' expectations, but the content of the knowledge offered is less
satisfactory (III). Thus, the young women both promote and criticize
medicalization (I, III).

Medical advice columns are a clear demonstration of the great need for
more information about menstruation. In magazines directed at youth, any
health issue could be addressed, but menstruation was the individual issue
asked about most frequently (I, 55). The questions posed are about three
major issues: normal menstrual cycle and flow, menstrual problems, and
everyday life routines during menstruation. The largest group of questions,
almost half of the total, asks for information about normality - for example,
inquiring "Is my cycle normal, when there are 25-30 days between my
periods?" (I, 55).

The vast number of questions about normality indicates that the writers
are interested in how the body should function, reflecting a normative ideal
of the body. The body is changing, but it is hard to know whether the
changes are "normal" or not. Many questions are about the color or smell of
the discharge, its amount or consistency: questions that seldom require any
special medical knowledge but are difficult to find information about (e.g.,
Prendergast 1995).

The second largest group of questions, about perceived problems related
to menstruation, deal with the competence of presentation of self as if not
menstruating. The letter-writing young women ask for information that
would help them to be able to appear as competent actors who do not break
the silence around menstruation - and thus keep "face" and social order.
The negative feelings towards menstruation in the letters are mostly
connected to the practical difficulties involved in getting through a day of
menstruation with a successful presentation of self. Nevertheless, positive
feelings are also possible - for example, some girls, when asking for help in the
practical
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management    of    the    body,    express    pride    in    having   started
menstruating.

The third group of questions, slightly under one fourth of the questions,
deals with routines of everyday life with menstruation: Can you swim,
exercise, have sex, go to the sauna, and so on? Some ask about the proper
way or frequency of washing oneself. The use of tampons gives rise to many
questions. The common theme in all of the letters is insecurity and anxiety.
The last group of questions about routines in particular indicates that there
is an urgent need for information and almost no sources available. Most of the
questions are not medical but could be posed to almost anyone. Still, these
young women write to a magazine and ask a doctor. It is obvious that there is
a strict silence related to menstruation as well as to sexual maturing on the
whole that prevents young women from finding information in some other
way. In many letters the column is praised as very important, for example:
"Thank you for the column, it has given me peace of mind... Pseudonym
Worried" (1,58).

The  letters  reveal  a  need  for  an  anonymous  authority  to
communicate with about normality, practices, and daily problems with
menstruation (I). The letters convey on the one hand an interest in ones
body, and on the other an alienation from this body, expressed through the
need for an expert to interpret the body for the girl. The body is depicted as
separate from the self, as a stranger.

Lack of knowledge and reluctance to explore the body on one's own is
striking, even in the memory work material. The following extract is from a
group discussion on first experiences with tampons:

Nina: I think it was when I started to use tampons that I actually noticed
for the first time that there was a hole that went far inside, the first time
that I actually concretely touched my sexual organs.
All: Yes
Mia: I also think that maybe it's difficult to insert a tampon for the first time
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because you just don't know, you just can't think it can go in that damn far.
Nina: Yes, how big it is!
Mia: How big you are inside! I can remember how I was like "my God"
when I finally got it right after a lot of messing around, I was like, "Jesus,
theres no end to it". I remember I was like wow, it was amazing. Then I also
started to understand how you could make babies, when it really is that
deep.

Laura: So it's like forbidden to touch yourself there with your fingers, like,
but you can do it with a tampon, its like, "Oh, is it allowed now"?
Ulla: I think it is quite like that at the beginning. Once you've done it once,
you notice it's nothing. I think it's said there in the stories that "well, later it
was no big deal". It's in the beginning, this thought, and to do it, it feels so
forbidden and somehow unpleasant, it's nothing that you can do just like
that, naturally and without a thought. There are boundaries there. It
certainly has a lot to do with our socialization. We have learned how we're
not to finger there without thinking it's something strange. But when you
do it once, when you go over that borderline, then it's like a relief somehow,
like "was it this simple?" That it wasn't that hard, the way it felt as a
thought. (Group discussion on tampon stories, 2-3; III, 269)

The "incorporated body-alienation" (III, 269) expressed above could be
reduced with formal guidance and information (Prendergast 2000). There are
first period stories (quoted on p.82-83) that show how formal education-
given early enough-can reduce anxiety. In those stories, the girls are
depicted as alone, but they have the knowledge they need and feel they can
cope. These stories are among those few that did not characterize first
menstruation as a negative experience.

In the following extract the group expresses a hope that school
authorities would take the responsibility of facilitating
communication with others, since the girls themselves cannot initiate
discussion without putting their presentation of self as competent actors in
jeopardy. The discussion refers to the paradox of teachers'
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requiring participation in physical education at school in the name of the
naturalness of periods, but at the same time failing to offer guidance on
how actually to manage the body in such situations. The teachers' initiative
was brought up as a needed opening for discussion among the girls (c.f.
Prendergast 2000,113).

Nina: If the teacher had talked to us about tampons, we certainly could
have, like in the seventh and eighth grade, talked about periods ourselves
too, in class, among friends-and given vent to some pressure [laughter].
Mia: That would have been really great.
All: Yes.
Nina: But it all became so super private. (Group discussion on tampon
stories, 21; III, 269)

It is noteworthy that the mothers, who also offer legitimate adult
knowledge, are not met with gratefulness, as is the doctor's advice in the
magazine columns. Rather, mothers are presented as a potential intrusion in
the girls secret struggle for competent presentation of self, when a lot is at
risk.20 The girl's embarrassment in the face of the cultural imperative to tell
the mother is understandable in a somatophobic culture that limits
personal communication and embraces distanced knowledge. This culture
can and should be criticized, but when thinking of how to help girls, the
realities of the present culture should serve as a starting point (III). Formal
knowledge-that in traditional sociology of health and illness would be
interpreted as colonizing-can be seen as a relief for the girls who do need
some knowledge and guidance to be able to cope with the new requirements
of body management that appear with the first blood stains. The girl's call
for medicalization is reflected in the theoretical approach of this study, the
conceptualization of power and knowledge as something constitutive and
shared.

The question of medicalization is, however, a complicated issue
especially when the "triple handicap" of the girls (young, female and
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potential patients) is taken into account (I). Medical knowledge is available
to girls because of its form and accessibility in a culture of shame and silence,
but the contents need to be examined too (III). The answers in medical advice
columns were analyzed in order to examine ways in which the medical
establishment responds to young women's call for information on their
maturing bodies. In what ways do medical experts respond to the imperatives
of silence and control? Does the construction of legitimate knowledge
promote the competence of the girl or legitimate the authority of the
medical expert? The results of the analysis point to both directions (I).

In almost their entirety, the medical answers are devoted to constructing
an unruly body that can be known only by an expert and is best controlled
with help from an expert. This approach is characterized as paternalistic
domination. The columns, however, also show that another way of
communicating knowledge to the girls is possible. The approach, called
collaborative medicalization does not disparage lay knowledge, but
encourages the girls to take an active approach to knowledge about the
functionings of the body

6.3. THE SCARY MACHINE: MEDICALIZATION AS
PATERNALISTIC DOMINATION
Medicalization as paternalistic domination is built upon a certain imagery of
the body, namely that of a machine, as indicated by Martin (1987). The
medical answers in the magazine columns frequently use the vocabulary of
industrial production and machine metaphors. The constant potential of the
female body-machine to fail and to cross the borders of normality is
recurrently implied. Martin (1987) points out that a machine out of control is
a disaster in the cultural imagery of industrialized societies. The medical
answers, however, do provide a
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solution, the helping medical profession that has the ultimate, sovereign21

knowledge of the body and can rescue the woman from her problem.

Your periods should already be settling down to regularity, and if they do not agree
to that, they can easily be disciplined with the pill, which usually regularizes the
cycle immediately. (I, 64)

In the memory work material the focus on reproduction in medical
knowledge about women was commented upon. From the young women's
perspective, information concentrating on reproduction felt irrelevant.
Strictly biological information on reproductive capacities was easily
altogether dismissed, and the girl felt unprepared when the personal
experience of the first period happened. A biologizing representation of
menstruation leads the girl to disconnect herself from the described
biological object. Most of the first period stories presented the initial blood
stains as a total surprise, despite the medical knowledge the girls had,
because this objectified knowledge did not seem relevant to them as
emotional and acting beings (cf. Lovering 1995).

The objective of the medical advice columns seems to be less to provide
information than a means of urging the necessity of all women to become
regular and obedient users of medical services (cf. Riessman 1983, Klein 1991).
In most answers the message is "go and see a doctor" even though the
problems that should be consulted about with a doctor are seldom
connected to any physical disorder. A visit to a doctor is suggested as an
important way of staying in good health. One can never be quite sure whether
everything is all right; therefore it is good to let an expert have a look. The
patients' own abilities to judge are discredited, for example, in the
following recommendation: "Dieting without asking the advice of an
expert is always to some degree    risky for your health" (1,59).
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The medical authority on the body is extended to such a point that it is
not even necessary for the patient to touch her own body. For example, it is
suggested that the girl should go to a doctor to have a tampon that has been
left in the vagina removed. About the same matter there are other answers in
which it is suggested that the patient try to remove it herself. Even if the first
answer is an exception, it reveals something crucial: the patient need not
(and perhaps should not) get involved with the interior of her body. To know
and touch the body is the job of the medical profession.

The authority of medical knowledge is strengthened by never questioning
other physicians' treatments (Weitz 1996, 231). Many letters refer to an
earlier visit to a doctor, which has left unanswered questions about a detail,
or sometimes about everything. "In all the hurry some things remained
unclear-grateful for information" and "The doctor did not tell me anything"
are typical comments (I, 61). The fact that a patient did not get sufficient
information about the diagnosis, treatment, or medication does not invoke
any reaction from the column doctors. It is only suggested that the patient
should visit a doctor again. A false or incomplete diagnosis is not openly
suspected, but it is suggested that further investigations are probably
necessary. Only in one case did the doctor clearly state that he would treat
the patient differently from the patient's own doctor. The strategy of
keeping up the image of never-failing medicine serves the profession at the
expense of the patient.
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6.4. COLLABORATIVE MEDICALIZATION

One of the fifteen magazine doctors represents a different attitude
towards the dominance of medical knowledge.22 Here, the doctor
provides answers to questions, and, like the others, frequently suggests
a visit to a doctor; but the attention is directed at the girl and how the
girl herself can learn to know her body. It is suggested that the readers
should actively search for information in medical books, or talk to
their mothers or to the school nurse. To give credit to mothers is
unusual in medical texts, which usually have tendency to blame
mothers (Laws 1990, Surrey 1990, Caplan 1990, Oinas 1996a).

You can also feel with your finger which way your vagina lies, so that you will
know how to push in a tampon.

In the library you can find really good books on human anatomy and
physiology. There are clear pictures. Ask a librarian, if you cannot find the
books yourself- normally these books are found in the medical department.

Ask your mother to estimate whether the difference in the size of your
breasts is really significant. Your mother has life experience, so she will
certainly be happy to help you. (I, 62)

Recognizing patients' experience and ability to act and know does not
lead to a significant loss in the status of medical knowledge in this
popular column. It shows that it is possible to widen the usual discourse
that consumes most of the column space, emphasizing medical
dominance. Broom and Woodward (1996) have argued that it is useful
to distinguish conceptually between medicalization and medical
dominance. To provide information and knowledge does not require
subordination and disparagement of the patient as a social actor.

The major advantage of collaborative medicalization of

menstruation is that it provides girls a forum where an exploration of
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knowledge and skills in management of the body is possible in a
society where such forums are scarce. According to the materials of
this study the following issues must be addressed in order to make
formal medical information relevant for girls. First, the aim of any
information should be an increased competence of the girl-not an
increased authority of the adult institution, as in paternalistic
medicalization. Thus, the mystifying tendencies in the discourse of
the unpredictable, strange, reproductive machine are not helpful to
the girls' sense of coping. Information on the normal functioning of
the female body, in contrast, is needed. Such matters as the amount,
content, smell, and color of the discharge and so on can be a puzzle to
the  girl,  as  well  as  practical  matters  of  how  to  manage  the  body  in
situations at school or during sports activities. Practical skills are
closely connected to competent selfhood, so that, for example, the
ability to use tampons can indicate general social maturity for a girl
(III, 270). The practical possibilities of managing the body without
constant threat of embarrassment should, of course, be a concern of
the adult authorities who have the power to make girls lives more or
less complicated.

It is important that information be available early enough, already
before the changes are an acute reality. At this stage communication
does not threaten the girls' personal competence and integrity. Too
often personal information is offered so late that it only leads to
embarrassment on both sides. Obviously the communication between
mother and child is limited on account of the social construction of
childhood in Finnish society: the "pure", asexual child should not be
bothered with the unpleasant, troublesome future female body before
it is necessary (II).

Second, health information should not focus solely on the anatomy
of the physical body, disconnecting sexuality from reproduction, but
should include a discussion of the social meanings given to gendered
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bodies. Such meanings are part of the prevailing gender system that
children need to learn to recognize and critically appropriate and "cite"
(preferably subversively) in everyday life (Butler 1993). As discussed earlier,
girls' reflections on the changing body, femininity, and identity revolve
around womanhood as an object of male heterosexuality and her wish to be
just herself, a free subject (II). However much the narrators express dislike
of the idea of being objectified and sexualized, it seems that female gender is
materialized through heterosexualization. The social reality of the girls
should be the starting point in, for example, health education at schools. If
this reality is disguised behind biologizing discourses on the body, the girls are
left alone in a search for embodied subjectivity in a silencing and sexualizing
culture. Girls would benefit from a re-framing of sexuality as a crucial part of
being the embodied, female subject (Holland et al. i994a)-regardless of
possible sexual activities.

6.5. MEDICALIZATION REVISITED
The results of this study have implications for the sociological debate on how
medicalization should be defined and whether it is a positive or negative
process in a society (Chapter 2.3). In one context, in this case medical advice
columns, several aspects of medicalization are apparent. Clearly, a large
amount of column space is best characterized as medicalization in terms of
paternalistic domination, where the discourse is geared towards expanding
medical power and jurisdiction. In such accounts the medical gaze and
regimen aim at the "panoptic system of surveillance" of the population
(Armstrong 1995), implementing social control and medicalization as forms
of power that discursively produce "docile" bodies (Foucault 1977). Shame and
silence
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around menstruation are not questioned but reinforced because they serve
the purpose of paternalistic medical domination (I).

Still, such a view of medicalization is unnecessarily narrow as has been
shown in the medical advice columns and the memory work material.
Young women need knowledge in order to explore the boundaries of proper
female gender behavior and "normality" of the female body, using
medicalization as a resource (I). Medicalization could also be seen as a
constitutive process in which patients voluntarily participate in order to
gain the position of competent social actor and, I hope, in order to be able
to "cite differently." The material contained little evidence of such
"collaborative medicalization" but enough to suggest how medicalization
can contribute to the empowerment of girls.

Collaborative medicalization is dissimilar to pathologization. Young women
ask medical experts questions about, for example, the normal color and
amount of menstrual blood, but both the young women and the medical
experts seem to agree that they are dealing with normality, not illness (I).
Medical knowledge and the willingness to offer effective treatment should
not be seen in sociology as pathologization or colonization of the bodily
phenomenon, if it can reduce anxiety or provide help with practical
everyday life. If menstruation is not constructed as a separate entity to be
handed over to medicine, the question of medicalization can be viewed as a
less risky business. In collaborative medicalization the question is not
whether a specific problem can or cannot, should or should not, be solved and
treated (cf. Conrad 2000, see Chapter 2.3). In collaborative medicine a
bodily phenomenon is not singled out from its context, but new ways of
negotiating knowledge and practices are looked for in the context of
everyday life. Collaborative medicine should, however, be aimed at
contributing to better health, not healthism (see Chapter 2.5).

Thus, the conclusion of this study is not a plain celebration of
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medical knowledge and the medical profession. Even though the young
women express an interest and confidence in one form of available
knowledge that they can approach while still maintaining some integrity, it
also fails them. The current tenor of health information on menstruation
seems to  be  based  on  an  image of  the  Woman that  does  not  relate  to  the
girls' needs. This state of affairs is especially unfortunate considering that in
the Nordic countries health educators have unique possibilities of reaching
young women because of the welfare state and the comprehensive school
system.



6. Knowledge matters

20 In other Finnish studies girls have expressed wishes for more social support and
communication (e.g., Pötsönen 1998, Välimaa 2000). This study clearly shows that
further research is needed in order to recognize ways in which such personal support
and information can be communicated without threatening girls integrity.
21 Medical knowledge as an instable cultural construct has been a central theme in
sociology (I, Oinas 1996a). Recently researchers in medicine and the natural sciences
have argued that medical knowledge of menstruation, in fact, is based on questionable
grounds (e.g., Profet 1993, Gladwell 2000, Thomas & Ellertson 2000).
22This deviant doctor is a woman, but to argue for a causality between her gender and
her behavior would be too simple (Riska 2001). Elsewhere in the material no difference
between male and female doctors was found.


